The name entity disambiguation task aims to partition the records of multiple real-life persons so that each partition contains records pertaining to a unique person. Most of the existing solutions for this task operate in a batch mode, where all records to be disambiguated are initially available to the algorithm. However, more realistic settings require that the name disambiguation task be performed in an online fashion, in addition to, being able to identify records of new ambiguous entities having no preexisting records. In this work, we propose a Bayesian non-exhaustive classification framework for solving online name disambiguation task. Our proposed method uses a Dirichlet process prior with a Normal × Normal × Inverse Wishart data model which enables identification of new ambiguous entities who have no records in the training data. For online classification, we use one sweep Gibbs sampler which is very efficient and effective. As a case study we consider bibliographic data in a temporal stream format and disambiguate authors by partitioning their papers into homogeneous groups. Our experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method is better than existing methods for performing online name disambiguation task.
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CIKM '16 , October 24 -28, 2016 , Indianapolis, IN, USA numerous applications in information retrieval [7, 24] , digital forensic [20] , and social network analysis [6, 19, 30] . In information retrieval domain, name disambiguation is important for sanitizing search results of ambiguous queries. For example, an online search query for "Michael Jordan" may retrieve pages of former US basketball player, the pages of UC Berkeley machine learning professor, and the pages of other persons having that name, and name disambiguation is needed to organize those pages in homogeneous groups. In digital forensic, resolving name ambiguity is essential before inserting a person's profile in a law enforcement database; failing to do so may cause severe distress to many innocents who are namesakes of a known criminal. Evidently, name disambiguation plagues the digital library science domain the most. In this domain, a key task is to record academic publications in digital repositories and it is often the case that the publications of multiple scholars sharing a name are recorded erroneously under a unique profile in some repositories. For example, in Google Scholar (GS) 1 , which is one of the largest digital libraries for scholarly publications from various disciplines, there are more than 50 distinct persons named "Wei Wang", all of whose publications are listed under the same entity. Severe cases of name ambiguity like this arise in digital library because the first name of an author is typically written in an abbreviated form in the citation of many scientific articles. Unresolved name ambiguity in digital library over-or under-estimates a scholar's citation related impact metrics.
Due to its importance, the task of name entity disambiguation has allured data mining and database researchers, and over the years, they have proposed several methods for solving this problem [4, 13] . The proposed methodologies differ in their learning approaches (supervised [13] or unsupervised [14] [5]), machine learning methodologies (support vector machines [13] , Markov random field [27] , graph clustering [14] , etc) and the data sources that they use (internal data or external data, such as Wikipedia [4] ). Many of the proposed methods are specific to resolving name ambiguity in digital library, and the major contribution in these works is effective feature engineering involving co-authors, publication venues, and research keywords. However, a key limitation of most of the existing methods for name disambiguation is that they operate in a batch mode, where all records to be resolved are initially accessible to the learning algorithm and a learning model is trained using features extracted from these records. Hence, they fail to resolve emerging name ambiguities caused from the evolution of digital data, or they fail to utilize emerging evidences suggestive of merging of name entities which are separated in the existing state. Re-running a batch learning to catch up with the data evolution is not practical due to the enormity of the computation on a large digital repository. So, it is more practical to perform name entity disambiguation task in an incremental fashion by considering the streaming nature of records. We call this online name entity disambiguation, which is the focus of this work.
Perhaps, the most prudent among the existing name disambiguation methodologies is supervised classification where for a given name reference 2 a classification model is trained which classifies each of the records into a given number of entities (sharing that name). However, such a method is unable to identify records belonging to emerging name entities, who do not have any record in the training data. For example, in digital library, every now and then, papers are authored by a new scholar who is a namesake of some of the existing scholars; as an example, consider the name reference "Lei Wang" in Arnetminer 3 bibliographic data repository. In 1999, there were a handful of authors sharing that name, but with each passing year this number has been growing and in 2010 there existed more than 100 authors that have that same name (See Figure 1) . A supervised classification model for the name reference "Lei Wang", with a fixed number of classes will never be able to disambiguate the papers of new authors correctly, as these models have no provision for inclusion of new classes instantly.
Majority of the existing works on name entity disambiguation consider batch learning solution, however, very recently online name disambiguation is gaining some traction with a few works [9, 17, 22, 28] . However, all of these methods propose a threshold-based approach for identifying emerging classes with a heuristically chosen threshold leading to unpredictable performance. Real-life online digital library platforms, such as ResearchGate 4 , confirm the authorship of ambiguous records with the authors themselves before including them in their profiles. However, such a solution may not be very effective as it relies on a manual verifica-tion process which is tedious, and also introduces significant indexing delays for new records.
In this work, we solve the online name disambiguation task by a principled approach, namely Bayesian non-exhaustive classification framework. We use non-exhaustive learning [10, 21] -a recent development in machine learning, which considers the scenario that training data may miss some classes; it enables our proposed method to disambiguate records belonging to not only the existing entities, but also the emerging ones. Specifically, given a non-exhaustive training dataset, we use a Dirichlet process prior to model both known and emerging classes, where each class distribution is modeled by a Normal distribution. We use a common Normal × Inverse Wishart (NIW) prior to model the mean vectors and covariance matrices of all class distributions. The hyperparameters of the NIW prior are estimated using data from known classes facilitating information sharing between known and emerging classes. For a future record, the proposed approach computes class conditional probabilities by considering the possibility that the record may also originate from a new class. Based on these probabilities each record is assigned to one of the existing classes, or to an emerging class that has no previous records in the training set. We update the set of classes every time a new class is created by the online model and then use a new classification model to classify subsequent records. The proposed framework paves the way for simultaneous online classification and novel class discovery.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
1. We study online name disambiguation problem in a non-exhaustive streaming setting and propose a selfadjusting Bayesian model that is capable of performing classification, and class discovery, at the same time.
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first one to adapt Bayesian non-exhaustive learning for online name disambiguation task.
2. We propose a one sweep Gibbs sampler to perform online non-exhaustive classification in order to efficiently evaluate the class assignment of an online record.
3. We demonstrate the utility of our proposed approach on bibliographic datasets and present experimental results, which demonstrate the superiority of our proposed method over the state-of-the-art methodologies for online name disambiguation.
RELATED WORK
There exist a large number of works on name entity disambiguation. In terms of methodologies, supervised [4, 13] , unsupervised [5, 14] , and probabilistic relational models [26, 27, 29] , are considered. In a supervised setting, a distinct entity can be considered as a class, and the objective is to classify each record to one of the classes. Han et al. [13] propose supervised name disambiguation methodologies by utilizing Naive Bayes and SVM for name entity disambiguation task. For unsupervised name disambiguation, the records are partitioned into several clusters with the goal of obtaining a partition where each cluster contains records from a unique entity. For example, [14] proposes one of the earliest unsupervised name disambiguation methods for bibliographical data, which is based on K-way spectral clustering. Specifically, they compute Gram matrix represent-ing similarities between different citations and apply K-way spectral clustering algorithm on the Gram matrix in order to obtain the desired clusters of the citations. Recently, probabilistic relational models, especially graphical models have also been considered for the name entity disambiguation task. For instance, [27] proposes to use Markov Random Fields to address name entity disambiguation challenge in a unified probabilistic framework. Another work is presented in [29] which uses pairwise factor graph model for this task. [15, 23, 32] present approaches for the name disambiguation task on anonymized graphs and they only leverage graph topological features due to the privacy concerns. In addition, [31] solves name entity disambiguation problem as the privacy-preserving classification task such that the anonymized dataset satisfies non-disclosure requirements, at the same time it achieves high disambiguation performance.
Most of existing methods above tackle disambiguation task in a batch setting, where all records to be resolved are initially available to the algorithm, which makes them unsuitable for disambiguating a future record. In recent years, a few works have considered online name entity disambiguation [8, 9, 16, 17, 22, 28] , which perform name disambiguation incrementally without retraining the system every time a new record is received. Khabsa et al. [17] use an online variant of DBSCAN, a well-known density-based clustering to cluster new records incrementally as they are being added. Since, DBSCAN does not take the number of clusters as input, technically speaking, this method is able to adapt to the non-exhaustive scenario simply by assigning a new record in a new cluster, as needed. However, DBSCAN is quite susceptible to the choice of parameter values, and depending on the parameter value, a record belonging to an emerging class can simply be labeled as an outlier instance. [22] proposes a two stage framework for online name disambiguation. The first stage performs batch name disambiguation to disambiguate all the records no later than a given time threshold using hierarchical agglomerative clustering. The second stage performs incremental name disambiguation to determine the class membership of a newly added record. However, the method uses a heuristic threshold to decide on the cluster assignments of new records which makes this approach very susceptible to the choice of threshold parameter. [28] introduces an association rule based approach for detecting unseen authors in test set. However, the major drawback of proposed solution is that it can only identify records of emerging authors in a binary setting but fails to further distinguish among them. [8] presents the Expectation Maximization based approach for the name disambiguation in Twitter streaming data. In addition, [16] proposes a threshold based method to discover emerging entities with ambiguous names in the domain of knowledge base.
Our proposed solution utilizes non-exhaustive learning-a rather recent development in machine learning. [1, 10, 21] are some of the existing works related to non-exhaustive learning. Akova et al. [1] propose a Bayesian approach for detecting emerging classes based on posterior probabilities. However, the decision function for identifying emerging classes uses a heuristic threshold and does not consider a prior model over class parameters; hence the emerging class detection procedure of this model is purely data-driven. Miller et al. [21] present a mixture model using expectation maximization (EM) for online class discovery. [10] proposes a sequential importance sampling based online inference approach for emerging class discovery and the work is motivated by a bio-detection application.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
For a given name reference a, assume Xn is a stream of records associated with a. The subscript n represents the identifier of the last record in the stream and the value of this identifier increases as new records are observed in the stream. Each record xi ∈ Xn can be represented by a ddimensional vector which is the feature representation of the record in a metric space. In real-life, the name reference a is associated with multiple persons (say k) all sharing the same name, a. The task of name entity disambiguation is to partition Xn into k disjoint sets such that each partition contains records of a unique person entity. When k is fixed and known a priori, name entity disambiguation can be solved as a k-class classification task using supervised learning methodologies. However, for many domains the number of classes (k) is not known, rather with new records being inserted in the stream, Xn , the number of distinct person entities associated with a may increase. The objective of online name entity disambiguation is to learn a model that assigns each incoming record into an appropriate partition containing records of a unique person entity.
Online name entity disambiguation is marred by several challenges, which we discuss below:
First, for a given record stream Xn = {x1, · · · , xi, · · · , xn}, the record xi is classified with the records leading up to xi−1, i.e. Xi−1 is our training data for this classification task. However, the record xi may belong to a new person entity (having name a) with no previous records in Xi−1. This happens because for online setting, the number of real-life name entities in Xn is not fixed, rather it increases over the time. A traditional k-class supervised classification model which is trained with records of known entities mis-classifies the new emerging record with certainty, leading to an illdefined classification problem. So, for online name entity disambiguation, a learning model is needed which works in non-exhaustive setting, where instances of some classes are not at all available in the training data. In existing works, this challenge is resolved using clustering framework where a new cluster is introduced for the emerging record of a new person entity, but this solution is not robust because small changes in clustering parameters make widely varying clustering outcomes.
The second challenge is that online name entity disambiguation, more often, leads to a severely imbalanced classification task. This is due to the fact that in most of the real-life name entity disambiguation problems, the size of the true partitions of the record set Xn follows a power-law distribution. In other words, there are a few persons (dominant entities) with the name reference a to whom the majority of the records belong. Only a few records (typically one or two) belong to each of the remaining entities (with name reference a). Typically, the persons whose records appear at earlier time are dominant entities, which makes identifying novel entity an even more challenging task.
The third challenge in online name entity disambiguation is related to online learning scenario, where the incoming record is not merely a test instance of typical supervised learning. Rather, the learning algorithm requires to detect whether the incoming record belongs to a novel entity, and if so, the algorithm must adapt itself and configure model to identify future records of this novel entity. Overall, this requires a self-adjusting model that updates the number of classes to accurately classify incoming records of both new and existing entities.
The final challenge in our list is related to temporal ordering of the records. In traditional classification, records do not have any temporal connotation, so an arbitrary train/test split is permitted. But, for online setting the model must respect time order of the records, i.e., a future record cannot be used for building a training model that classifies as older record.
Our proposed model overcomes all the above challenges by using a principled approach.
ENTITY DISAMBIGUATION ON BIBLI-OGRAPHIC DATA
As we have mentioned earlier, name entity disambiguation is a severe issue in digital library domain. In many other domains, solving name disambiguation is easier as the method may have access to personalized attributes of an entity, such as institution affiliation, and email address. But, in digital library, the reference of a paper only includes paper title, author name, publication venue, and year of publication, which are not sufficient for disambiguation of most of the name references. Besides, in many citations the first name of the authors are often replaced by initials, which worsen the disambiguation issue. As a result, nearly, all the online bibliographic repositories, including DBLP, Google scholar, ArnetMiner, and PubMed, suffer from this issue. Nevertheless, these repositories provide timely update of the publication data along with their chronological orders, so they provide an ideal for evaluating the effectiveness of an online name entity disambiguation method.
In this work, we use bibliographic data as a case study for online name entity disambiguation. For each name reference a, we build a distinct classification model. The record stream Xn for the name reference a is the chronologically ordered stream of scholarly publications where a is one of the authors. To build a feature vector for a paper in Xn we extract features from its author-list, keywords from its paper title, and paper venue (journal/conference). We provide more details of feature construction in the following subsection.
Feature Matrix Construction and Preprocessing
For a given name reference a, say we have a record stream containing n papers for which the name reference a is in the author-list. We represent each paper with a d dimensional feature vector. Then we define a data matrix Xn ∈ IR n×d for a, in which each row corresponds to a record (paper) and each column represents a feature 5 . In addition, each paper has a class label li representing the i-th distinct person entity under name reference a, who has authored this paper. Our goal is to learn a model to partition papers with name reference a in an online setting.
For a paper, we construct its feature vector (a row of matrix Xn) using author information, paper title, and publi-cation venue as attributes. These features are well-known for name disambiguation in digital library. For author information, we first aggregate the author-list of all papers into authors, then define a binary feature representation for each author, indicating his presence or absence in the author-list of that paper. For constructing keyword based feature, we first filter a set of predefined stop words from the paper titles and use the remaining words as a feature. For a given paper, we use a binary value based on presence or absence of that word in the title of that paper. Publication venues are converted to binary feature in the same way. For keywords, instead of using binary value, we have also considered TF-IDF value, but it does not provide noticeable performance improvement in any of our datasets. A possible reason for that could be we pre-process the data matrix with dimensionality reduction, which is able to capture hidden features directly from a binary data matrix.
Dimensionality reduction step reduces the dimensionality of data matrix Xn ∈ IR n×d . This step is important because the matrix Xn is severely sparse with many zero entries. For dimensionality reduction we design an incremental variant of Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (INNMF), which maps Xn into a low dimensional space denoted as En ∈ IR n×h , where h is the number of hidden dimensions 6 . Specifically, we first perform Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (NNMF) [18] in the batch mode on the set of training records initially available. Then in the online mode, we express each sequentially observed record by a linear combination of the basis vectors generated from initial set of training records, where the coefficients of the basis vectors serve as our latent feature values. In order to learn the coefficients, we solve a constrained quadratic programming problem by minimizing a least square loss function under the constraint that each coefficient is non-negative. The goal of using INNMF is to discover low dimensional latent features for each sequentially observed record in an effort to better fit our proposed Normal × Normal × Inverse Wishart (NNIW) data model.
After pre-processing, low dimensional data matrix En is a collection of time-stamped n record streams with which a is associated, namely En = {e1, ..., ei, ..., en}, where ei ∈ IR 1×h is a h dimensional row vector generated from INNMF to represent the i-th record in the given temporal record stream, and all of the n records in En are sorted temporally, namely e1.t ≤ ... ≤ ei.t ≤ ... ≤ en.t, where ei.t represents the time for record ei.
By using an incessant stream of records, we formalize our online name disambiguation task as follows: given a time-stamped partition t0, we consider two types of records, namely record samples initially available in the training set with known class membership information, and record samples sequentially observed online with no verified class membership information. Formally we treat the collection of time-stamped record streams En = {e1, ..., ei, ..., en} as the set of training samples initially available, where e1.t ≤ ... ≤ en.t ≤ t0 and n is the total number of samples in En. As we can see, all of the records in En occur no later than the given time-stamped threshold t0. Yn = (y1, ..., yi, ..., yn) is class indicator vector with yi ∈ {l1, .., l k }, where k is the number of distinct classes in the training set. In order to differentiate records in the training set from those observed online, we useẽi ∈ IR 1×h to represent i-th record sequentially observed online. Here we defineẼr = {ẽ1, ...,ẽi, ...,ẽr} to be the set of r record samples sequentially available online after time threshold t0, i.e. t0 ≤ẽ1.t ≤ ... ≤ẽr.t. As new ambiguous authors emerge with the incoming records, the set of classes may expand. Here we denoteỸr = (ỹ1, ...,ỹi, ...,ỹr) to be their corresponding unknown class information with yi ∈ {l1, ..., lk r +k }, wherekr is the number of new classes associated with these r records observed online.
Given an arbitrary online recordẽ ∈ IR 1×h at a certain time point, our proposed Bayesian non-exhaustive classification model computes a probability to decide whether we should assignẽ to one of the existing classes, or to a new class not yet observed in any of the historical records.
METHOD
In this section we discuss Bayesian non-exhaustive name entity disambiguation methodologies. The methodologies discussed in this section are domain neutral and can be applied to any domain, once an appropriately constructed feature matrix is obtained.
Dirichlet Process Prior Model
We model the set of record streams En = {e1, ..., en} by using a set of latent parameters {θ1, ..., θn}. Each θi is drawn independently and identically (iid) by a Dirichlet Process [11] (DP), while each record ei ∈ IR 1×h is distributed according to an unknown distribution F (θi) parametrized by θi. Mathematically,
where G is a random discrete probability measure defined by a base distribution H along with the precision parameter α > 0.
It is a common practice to use stick breaking construction [25] to represent samples drawn from a Dirichlet process as below:
As shown in Equation 2, in order to simulate the process of stick breaking construction, imagine we have a stick of length 1 to represent total probability. We first generate each point φi from base distribution H, which originates from our proposed NNIW data model (Details in Section 5.4). Then we sample a random variable βi from Beta(1, α) distribution. After that we break off a fraction βi of the remaining stick as the weight of parameter φi, denoted as πi. In this way it allows us to represent random discrete probability measure G as a probability mass function in terms of infinitely many φ1, ..., φ∞ and their corresponding weights
Bayesian Non-Exhaustive Online Classification
Consider that at a certain time point, we have a set of n training records for name reference a, denoted by En = {e1, ..., en} where each record is assigned to a latent parameter from the set {θ1, ..., θn}. A future online recordẽ is assigned toθ with a probabilitỹ θ|θ1, ..., θn
The conditional prior distribution in Equation 3 can be interpreted by a mixture of two distributions. Specifically, given the future recordẽ with parameterθ,ẽ belongs to the base distribution H with probability α α+n and it originates from random discrete probability measure G generated from DP with probability n α+n . Since G is a discrete distribution, each record in a sequence of n records generated from G may not belong to a distinct θi. If we assume that there are k distinct values of θ associated with the first n records, then we can re-write Equation 3 as below:
where in the last expression of Equation 4, θj represents each distinct θ, and nj denotes the number of times θj appears among the sequence of n records. Furthermore, each θj is associated with a unique class lj whose corresponding record ej is generated according to F (θj). Thus after a sequence of n records are observed,ỹ, the class membership of the future recordẽ, is equal to lj with probability n j α+n , and it is equal to l k+1 with probability α α+n , where l k+1 is an emerging class which has not been observed in the sequence of n training records.
Next we incorporate the data model into the Dirichlet process prior and use the conditional posterior to determine whetherẽ should be assigned to one of the existing classes or to an emerging class. More specifically, we are interested to evaluate the following distribution:
As we can observe from Equation 5,ẽ either belongs to a new class l k+1 with the probability proportional to α α+n p(ẽ), or to a existing class lj with the probability proportional to n j α+n p(ẽ|θj). Due to the fact that θj is not known for online record sequence, here we replace p(ẽ|θj) with the conditional predictive distribution p(ẽ|Dj), where Dj = {ei} i∈l j represents the subset of records with class label lj. Thus for the online recordẽ, given the class membership information of all of n Demonstration of Temporal Record Stream sequence of records processed beforeẽ, the following decision making function g(ẽ) decides whetherẽ belongs to an emerging class or to one of the existing ones.
where j * = argmaxj
Gibbs Sampler for Non-Exhaustive Learning
As shown in Figure 2 , since we only have access to the class membership information Yn for the streaming records initially available in the training set En, which occur no later than the given time-stamped threshold t0, and the class membershipỸi−1 = (ỹ1, · · · ,ỹi−1) of online sequentially observed record streamẼi−1 = {ẽ1, · · · ,ẽi−1} is not verified, thus it is impractical to evaluate the decision function shown in Equation 6 directly. Instead in order to respect the temporal order of each record, we utilize one sweep Gibbs sampler for online classification to efficiently evaluate the probability of an online record belonging to an emerging class or to one of the existing ones. Ifỹi is the predicted class label of i-th online observed recordẽi, the conditional distributions of the class indicator variableỹi can be easily obtained via one sweep Gibbs sampler. Specifically, we are interested to sample from the following conditional distribution:
where j ∈ {1, ..., k +ki−1}, andki−1 is the number of new classes among the first (i − 1) online records.
Data Model
The one-sweep Gibbs sampling based online classification technique shown in Equation 7 requires the evaluation of the conditional predictive distribution p(ẽi|Dj) and marginal distribution p(ẽi). Fortunately a closed-form solution for both distributions does exist for the Normal × Normal × Inverse Wishart (NNIW) model.
We assume that the collected streaming records En = {e1, ..., ei, ..., en} ∈ IR n×h generated by the INNMF step has the property of unimodality as each record is expressed by a linear combination of the basis vectors and the coefficients of the basis vectors are used as our features. Thus we use a normally distributed data model, which can model class distributions fairly well. We present our data model under the Bayesian non-exhaustive classification framework as below:
where µ0 is the prior mean and κ is a scaling constant that controls the deviation of the class conditional mean vectors from the prior mean. The smaller κ is, the larger the between class scattering will be. The parameter Σ0 is a positive definite matrix that encodes our prior belief about the expected Σ. The parameter m is a scalar that is negatively correlated with the degrees of freedom. In other words the larger m is, the less Σ will deviate from Σ0 and vice versa.
In addition, the base distribution H in our proposed Dirichlet process prior model originates from the joint conjugate distribution p(µ, Σ), which is defined as below:
Here we define the sample mean of these n streaming
ei, and sample covariance matrix
T . As sample mean µ and sample covariance matrix S are sufficient statistics for the multivariate normally distributed data, in order to compute the conditional predictive distribution p(ẽi|Dj), we can replace it with p(ẽi|µ j , Sj), where µ j and Sj are sample mean and sample covariance matrix for class lj. The mathematical derivation of p(ẽi|µ j , Sj) is available in [3] and the result is in the form of a Multivariate Student-t distribution as is shown below:
where µs is a h × 1 mean vector, Σs is a h × h scale matrix, and dfs is the degree of freedom of the obtained Multivariate Student-t distribution. Besides, we can set Dj = ∅ in p(ẽi|Dj) in order to evaluate the marginal distribution p(ẽi) and it becomes another Multivariate Student-t distribution. Therefore we could use Equation 10 to evaluate both conditional predictive distribution p(ẽi|Dj) and marginal distribution p(ẽi) for one sweep Gibbs sampler shown in Equation 7 . 
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, we discuss our experimental results which validate the performance of our proposed Bayesian nonexhaustive classification method for online name entity disambiguation on real-life data. This results also demonstrate the superiority of our proposed method against current stateof-the-art in online name entity disambiguation.
Experimental Setting
We use Arnetminer's name entity disambiguation dataset 7 for our experiment. This dataset contains author records of 15 highly ambiguous name references selected from Arnetminer database. The name references are shown in Table 1 . In this table, for each name reference we also show the number of records, the number of binary attributes (explained in Section 4.1), and the number of distinct authors associated with that name reference.
For each of the 15 name references in the above dataset, we train a separate model for the disambiguation task. To simulate streaming data, we sort the records (papers) in temporal order and make train-test partition. Specifically, we put the publication records of most recent N years into the test set and the papers from earlier years in the training set. Then we measure the performance of our proposed model by varying the value of N . For a given train-test partition, we first train the model using the training set initially available, then we process the records in the test set one-by-one in order to simulate streaming data in the online setting. For evaluation metric, we use macro-F1 measure, which is average of F1-measure of each class. The range of macro-F1 measure is between 0 and 1, and a higher value indicates better disambiguation performance.
Our proposed method has the following tunable parameters, which we tune by using the training data. The first among those is the latent dimensionality h for INNMF (Section 4.1). We consider different values between 5 and 20 and set the value that achieves the best macro-F1 measure on the training set by cross validation. The second parameter is α in the Dirichlet process prior model (Section 5.1), which controls the probability of assigning an incoming record to a new class entity. It plays a critical role in the number of generated classes in the name disambiguation process. In this work, in order to estimate the parameter α, we first encode our prior belief about the odds of encountering a new class by a prior probability value p, which can be set by measuring the probability of emerging records in a temporal 7 https://aminer.org/disambiguation sub-partition of the training data. Given this prior, we estimate α by empirical Bayes through collecting a large number of samples from a Chinese Restaurant Process (CRP) [2] for varying values of α and then choosing the value that minimizes the difference between the empirical and true value of p. Our final set of parameters are the prior distribution of NIW model: (Σ0, m, µ0, κ) (see Section 5.4). We estimate these offline by using data records in the training set. Specifically, we use the mean of the training set to estimate µ0, and set Σ0 as the pooled covariance Sp as suggested in [12] . Here, Sp is defined as below:
where h is the number of latent dimension from NNMF step, nj and Sj are the number of samples and sample covariance matrix with respect to class lj in the training set. Besides, we coarsely tune m and κ with three values each, namely κ = 10, 50, 100 and m = h + 10, h + 50, h + 100 and select the parameter combination with best disambiguation performance by cross validation on the training set.
In order to illustrate the merit of our proposed approach, we compare our model with the following benchmark techniques. Among these the first two are existing state-of-theart online name entity disambiguation methods, and the latter two are baselines that we have designed.
1. Qian's Method [22] Given the collection of training records initially available, for a new record, Qian's method computes class conditional probabilities for existing classes. This approach assumes that all the attributes are independent and the procedure of probability computation is based on the occurrence count of each attribute in all records of each class. Then the computed probability is compared with a pre-defined threshold value to determine whether the newly added record should be assigned to an existing class, or to a new class not yet included in the previous data.
2. Khabsa's Method [17] Given the collection of training records initially available this approach first computes the -neighborhood density for each online sequentially observed record. The -neighborhood density of a new record is considered as the set of records within euclidean distance from that record. Then if the neighborhood is sparse, the new record is assigned to a new class. Otherwise, it is classified into the existing class that contains the most records in the -neighborhood of the new record.
3. BernouNaive-HAC: In this baseline, we first model the data with a multivariate Bernoulli distribution (features are binary, so Bernoulli distribution is used) and train a Naive Bayes classifier. This classifier returns class conditional probabilities for each record in the test set which we use as meta features in a hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC) framework.
NNMF-SVM-HAC:
We perform NNMF on our binary feature matrix and use the coefficients returned by NNMF to train a linear SVM. Class conditional probabilities for each test record are used as meta features in a hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC) framework the same way described above.
Name For all the competing methods, we use identical set of features (before dimensionality reduction). We vary the probability threshold value of Qian's method and value of Khabsa's method by cross validation on the training dataset. and select the ones that obtain the best disambiguation performance in terms of macro-F1 score. For BernouNaive-HAC and NNMF-SVM-HAC methods, during the hierarchical agglomerative clustering step, we tune the number of clusters in training set by cross validation in order to get the best disambiguation result.
For both data processing and model implementation, we implement our own code in Python and use NumPy 8 , SciPy 9 , CVXOPT 10 and scikit-learn 11 libraries for linear algebra, optimization and machine learning operations. We run all the experiments on a 2.1 GHz Machine with 4GB memory running Linux operating system.
Evaluation of Various Name Disambiguation Methods
We vary the train/test split to observe the performance comparison between our proposed method and other competing methods for different experimental settings. In our first setting, records from the latest two years are used in the test split, and the remaining records are used in the train split. In two other settings, records from the latest three and latest four years are used in test split, respectively. Table 2, Table 3, and Table 4 show the experimental results for these three settings. In all these three tables, the rows correspond to the fifteen name references. The last five columns show the performance of entity disambiguation of the corresponding name reference using macro-F1 score. Since one sweep Gibbs sampler in our proposed model is a randomized method, for each name reference we execute the method 20 times and report the average macro-F1 score. For our method, we also show the standard deviation in the parenthesis 12 . For better visual comparison, we highlight the best macro-F1 score of each name reference with boldface font.
The "#train records" and "#test records" columns in these tables represent the number of training and test records; 8 http://www.numpy.org/ 9 https://www.scipy.org/ 10 http://cvxopt.org/ 11 http://scikit-learn.org/stable/ 12 Standard deviation for other methods are not shown due to the fact that they are not randomized.
"#emerging records" is the number of records in test set with their corresponding classes not represented in the initial training set, and "#emerging classes" denotes the number of emerging classes not represented in the training set. For all rows, as we compare the values in these columns across Table 2, Table 3 , and Table 4 , the number of training records decreases, the number of test records, emerging records, and emerging classes increase. It makes the disambiguation task in the first setting (2 years test split) the easiest, and the third setting (4 years of test split) the hardest. This is reflected in the macro-F1 values of all the name references across these three tables. For example, for the first name reference, Kai Zhang, macro-F1 score of our method across these three tables are 0.683, 0.602, and 0.523 respectively. This performance reduction is caused by the increasing number of emerging classes; 8 in Table 2, 10 in Table 3 , and 17 in Table 4 . Another reason is decreasing number of training instances; 42 in Table 2, 27 in Table 3 , and 12 in Table 4 . As can be seen in these Tables, our name disambiguation dataset contains a large number of emerging records in the test data, all of these records will be misclassified with certainty by any traditional exhaustive name disambiguation methods. This is our main motivation for designing a nonexhaustive classification framework for online name entity disambiguation task. Now we compare our method with the four competing methods. We observe that our proposed Bayesian non-exhaustive classification method performs the best for 11, 11, and 12 name references (out of 15) in Table 2, Table 3 , and Table 4, respectively. Besides, the margin of performance difference between our method and the second best method is large, typically between 0.05 and 0.20 in terms of macro-F1 score. For an example, consider the name entity Lei Wang in Table 3 , even though it has 67 emerging records with 45 emerging classes, our method achieves 0.723 macro-F1 score for this name reference; whereas the second best method achieves only 0.560-which is smaller by 0.163. The relatively good performance of the proposed method may be due to our non-exhaustive learning methodologies. It also suggests that the base distribution used by the proposed Dirichlet process prior model whose parameters are estimated using data from known classes can be generalized for the class distributions of unknown classes as well.
In contrast, among all the competing methods, Qian's Method and Khabsa's Method perform the worst as they fail to incorporate prior information about class distribu- tion into the models and the results are very sensitive to the selections of threshold parameters. On the other hand both BernouNaive-HAC and NNMF-SVM-HAC operate in an off-line framework. Although for some name references F1 scores obtained by these techniques are higher than our proposed method, there is a clear trend favoring our proposed method over these methods-latter cannot explicitly identify streaming records of new ambiguous classes in an online setting. In Table 5 , using the data records of most recent 2 years as test set, we present the results of automatic estimation of the number of distinct entities in test set. As shown in Table 5 , #Actual Authors is the ground truth number of real-life persons among the records in the test set, and #Predicted Authors is the value predicted by our proposed method. We can see that the estimated numbers are close to the actual numbers for most name references. For example, for the name reference of "Bo Liu", our predicted result is exactly the same as the actual one. Overall these results demonstrate that our proposed framework offers a robust approach to accurately estimate the number of actual real-life persons, especially when the records appear in a streaming fashion.
Feature Contribution Analysis
We also investigate the contribution of each of the defined features (coauthor, keyword, venue) for the task of online name disambiguation. Specifically, we first rank the individual features by their performance in terms of Macro-F1 score, then add the features one by one in the order of their Table 5 : Results of number of predicted distinct real-life persons under our proposed method using records with most recent 2 years as test set disambiguation power. In particular, we first use author-list, followed by Keywords, and Publication Venue. In each step, we evaluate the performance of our proposed online name disambiguation method using the most recent two years' publication records as test set. Figure 3 shows the Macro-F1 value of our method with different feature combinations. As we can see from this figure, after adding each feature group we observe improvements for most of the name references. Similar patterns are observed when we use different number of publication records as test set.
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Study of Running Time
A very desirable feature of our proposed Bayesian nonexhaustive classification model is its running time. For example, using the most recent two years' records as test set, on the name reference "Kai Zhang" containing 66 papers with 10 latent dimensionality, it takes around 0.29 seconds on average to assign the test papers to different real-life authors for one-sweep Gibbs sampler. For the name reference "Lei Wang" with 308 papers using same number of latent dimensionality, it takes around 1.95 seconds on average under the same setting. This suggests only a linear increase in computational time with respect to the number of records. However in addition to number of records, the computational time depends on other factors, such as the latent dimensionality and the number of classes generated, which in turn depends on the values of the hyperparameters used in the data model.
CONCLUSION
To conclude, in this paper we propose a Bayesian nonexhaustive classification framework for online name entity disambiguation. Given sequentially observed record streams, our method classifies the incoming records into existing classes, as well as emerging classes by using one sweep Gibbs sampler for learning posterior probability of a Dirichlet process mixture model. Our experimental results on bibliographic datasets show that the proposed method significantly outperforms the existing state-of-the-arts for disambiguating authors' name in online setting.
